Liberty Suppressors

Specification Sheet for Premier 5.56mm Suppressor
Model: Triumph
Weight: 14 ounces
Length / Diameter: 7” x 1.5”
Material: Titanium / Stainless steel / Inconel
Attachment: Thread mounted (1/2-28 x .600”)
Sound Reduction: 32dB
MSRP: $799

Description: This suppressor is specifically engineered to fit the AR15
family of rifles. It mounts easily to the existing threads in place of the
original flash hider and washer. It requires no tools for installation or
removal. It is provided with a storage pouch made of ballistic nylon. As
with all suppressors on an AR15 style rifle, this suppressor generates a
tremendous amount of heat during use, great care should be exercised in
handling the unit after any firing schedule. This suppressor is rated for
barrel lengths of 7.5”* and longer. This unit is full auto rated on 10.25” and
longer barrels, although care should be taken to prevent excess heat during
full auto use.
*Accelerated wear will occur on short barreled setups due to particle
impingement damage of the baffle faces and this is not considered a
warranty issue.
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Cleaning procedure for sealed silencers
Liberty Suppressors makes several sealed rifle silencers, including the
Sovereign, Triumph, Goliath and Zulu integral. These silencers do not require
cleaning by the end user, due to the nature of high pressure, high heat rifle
rounds. Most carbon is either burned out entirely, or pushed out the end of the
silencer as a part of the escaping gas column. What little is left doesn’t close up
the baffles, and as such is no danger to the user.
We do offer free disassembly and cleaning for any of these sealed silencers if it’s
been shot enough to meet our criteria. Our criteria is when the silencer reaches
150% of its original weight, due to the carbon filling it in. This means that if the
silencer weighed 12oz at the time of sale, then we will clean it for you once it
reaches 18oz. Most shooters never fire enough through the same suppressor to
require cleaning.
Otherwise, the silencer can simply be installed and used, with no further
maintenance needed.
Thank you for choosing Liberty Suppressors!
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